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Am I a gangster now?!
Dear followers, what a day!
Today I had a really weird dream, but strangely I remember it all. I’ve woken up in another
room that wasn’t mine, but it had some posters and some drawings I did in real life, my
laptop and some of my clothes were in the closet, except for a sweater that I’ve seen before
but wasn’t mine, it was a Japanese gang called Valhalla, and it kinda surprised me.I left “my
room” and there wasn’t anyone. A phone started ringing, someone was calling me,
apparently was someone called Michael. When I’d answered the phone, that boy started
screaming at me and saying where I was, and I was late for the gang introduction. Idressed
up quickly without hanging up the call; the boy was talking to me in English, but apparently
I was in Japan. I left my home and ran to the location the boy gave me. All the stores and
the signs were in Japanese and I actually didn’t understand anything that people said. The
location was in an abandoned hairdresser, which had drawn the gang
logo with spray in the entrance. The inside was actually huge, but it was all nasty and I
actually was the only girl inside there, all the guys were surprised by my presence, but soon
a guy grabbed me, and I’ve supposed that he was “Michael” because he started talking to
me in English (All the people just talked Japanese except for Michael and other guy I’ll talk
soon about). All these guys were taller than me and it was kinda intimidating because they
looked like the typical scary bullies. The introduction started and a really tall guy entered the
room, he had a gold ring and black hair with a blonde streak in the middle, he had the
Japanese letters (called kanji) in his hands, One was' Sin' and the other
'Punishment'. He introduced himself as Hanma Shuji, the leader of Valhalla… He’s actually
my favourite character in the Tokyo Revengers anime. I was surprised when I saw him in
front of me. Not only that, but he asked Michael to tell me I had to introduce myself in front
of all these guys I didn’t even know. I walked till being next to Hanma, and I introduced
myself in Japanese (It’s actually the only thing I know how to say in Japanese) and suddenly
he tried to punch me but in some way I don't know I dodged the punch and punched him
Instead, making him bleed from his nose (At that moment I was like: “what the hell is
happening there and why I am so strong, I'm not like that in really life lol”) and he looked at
me with a smile and told me: “impressing…you're actually the first one who made my nose
bleed… you’re in” and there ended the dream. Actually, I'm impressed by the fact that I
remember all the dream. Am I a gangster now? Lol. Tell me if you had some weird dreams,
so I don't feel like I'm the only one.
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